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TT No.10: Andy Gallon - Sat 31st August 2013; Whitehill Welfare v Vale of 

Leithen; Scottish Lowland League; Res: 1-1; Att: 150 (est.); Admission: £5; 

Programme: £1 (36pp); FGIF Match Rating: **. 

THE HOP: Oh, the joys of East Coast rail freebies. First class return tickets from 

York to Edinburgh, courtesy of my fiancée’s stack of loyalty points, opened up the 

possibility of a long, yet inexpensive, hop to Scotland. August 31st was one of few 

dates with free tickets available, so it was very much pot luck on the fixtures. Just 

my ill fortune that clubs located fairly close to the city centre, such as Edinburgh 

City, Musselburgh Athletic, Preston Athletic and Spartans, were all away from 

home. Leaving aside a rah-rah option at Heriot’s RFC (wonderful old stand, as seen 

in the film Chariots of Fire, but more than likely a dire sporting spectacle), 

Whitehill Welfare was very much Hobson’s choice. A club I’d always fancied 

visiting, mind, and an opportunity to take a look at the new, 12-team Scottish 

Lowland Football League. Enforced reliance on public transport meant, however, a 

60-minute slog out to Rosewell on Lothian Bus’s No 49 then the same coming back. 

When we boarded at the North Bridge stop, high above Waverley station, the 

driver remarked: “You’re not going all the way to Rosewell, are you? Even I can’t 

be bothered to do that!” The fare, £1.50 each way, was a steal, however. I’d have 

preferred another train ride but the Peebles railway line was ripped up in 1962 - 

pre-Beeching - and Rosewell & Hawthornden station closed. The track-bed is now a 

surfaced right of way, ideal for cycling. Nice change from the usual hop routine 

but overall thank goodness it’s back to driving next week!  

THE PLACE: Tiny Rosewell, eerily deserted on the day of our visit, is a former pit 

village. Much of it was laid out in the latter part of the nineteenth century by coal 

baron Archibald Hood, an engineer who owned the nearby Whitehill Colliery. At 

the mine’s peak, when operated by Hood’s Lothian Coal Company, it employed 

550. Neat rows of single-storey terraced cottages were built to house the workers, 

with overseers getting larger semi-detached villas. Hood took a keen interest in 

the running of the village and ensured the establishment of churches, schools, a 

co-operative store (presumably ‘gud with fud’, as fading actor John Hannah has it 

nowadays) and a system to put into community projects profits from pubs 

frequented by thirsty miners. Of the many surviving buildings Hood erected, the 

Rosewell Institute, opened in 1917, is the finest.  

THE CLUB: Set up in 1953 by employees of Whitehill Colliery. The club outlived the 

pit, which shut in 1961. Its site, at the far end of Carnethie Street, is now covered 

with houses, the Rosedale estate. Whitehill Welfare were originally the lesser of 

two junior clubs in the village, with Rosewell Rosedale the leading lights. The 

latter created the Ferguson Park ground shortly after the Second World War. When 

Rosedale folded in 1956, owing to poor attendances and lack of helpers, Whitehill 

Welfare stepped gamely into the breach.  



Whitehill, whipping boys early in their history, had to wait until the mid-Sixties for 

any real success on the field as a junior club. They followed the local trend by 

switching to senior football in 1979, joining the East of Scotland League, whose 

title they won in 1980. Playing in the seniors, and enjoying Scottish FA 

membership, they were permitted a crack at the Scottish Cup. Whitehill beat 

Albion Rovers during the 1986-87 campaign and have earned three replays against 

other Scottish League opponents. Fondly remembered is a 1996 third-round tie 

against Celtic, played at Easter Road, home of Edinburgh giants Hibernian. More 

than 13,000 saw the professionals win 3-0. The club, crowned East of Scotland 

League Premier Division champions in May, applied successfully for an SFA licence 

and a place in the Lowland League for the competition’s inaugural season, 2013-

14. Over a period of 35 years, Whitehill Welfare’s foremost achievement is 

breaking the decades-old dominance of Border clubs on the EoSL’s trophies.  

THE GROUND: Ferguson Park, reached unpromisingly through an unsigned gap 

between the squat former miners’ cottages on Carnethie Street, is a gem. On such 

a glorious afternoon, it looked a picture. The pitch, flat and well grassed, was 

perfect and the neat, tidy facilities sparkled in the late summer sunshine. There is 

no little pride in this club, I can tell you.  

As outlined above, the ground opened shortly after the Second World War. A local 

landowner, Mr J Ferguson, allowed turf to be cut from his land to create a pitch 

and this munificence was rewarded with the ground taking his name. All the major 

facilities are on the near side. A modern, windowless block, opened in 1997 thanks 

partly to RJB Mining money, is positioned in the west corner and houses the 

dressing rooms. The club’s crest and name feature on a gable above the door. 

Railed steps descend to the pitch. To the left is a small area of terracing - about 

10 shallow steps - with Ferguson Park’s sole stand beyond. This looks pretty recent 

and the utilitarian structure’s bulky roof shelters four rows of blue plastic tip-up 

seats acquired, we were told, from the Edinburgh Tattoo. Behind is the clubhouse, 

painted a dazzling white. It contains a functional bar, toilets and a hospitality 

room whose walls are covered with photographs of teams, games and players from 

yesteryear. Outside the clubhouse is a refreshment hut, also ex-Tattoo. The rest of 

the ground, capacity 4,000, consists of grass banks, fringed with mature trees. 

Crop fields stretch away to the south and there are views of distant hills. All very 

pleasant. The centre of Edinburgh feels a long way away!  

Ferguson Park, which lacks floodlights, is enclosed by a palisade fence, ugly and 

incongruous. Whitehill have been told they must cover this to prevent the 

parsimonious obtaining a free view. The pitch perimeter fence, nicely done with 

maroon posts and white rails, was erected only this summer but needs alteration. 

The club have been advised the gaps between the posts are too wide. Again, filling 

in work is required. The substantial dug-outs, very smart and located between the 

stand and the terracing, must also go. When funds allow, Perspex replacements 

will be purchased and placed at the far side of the pitch.   

THE WEATHER: Is invariably awful when we visit Edinburgh - snow last time - but 

on this occasion it was warm, sunny and dry, albeit increasingly breezy.  



THE PEOPLE: Can’t speak highly enough of Rosewellians. Everyone we spoke to at 

Ferguson Park was extremely friendly. A smashing football club. One committee 

member, enquiring pre-match if we were “the couple from the south”, invited us 

to share the hospitality room experience at half-time.  

Got a hugely amusing insight into local culture on the bus journey back into town. 

A group of women, ranging in age from maybe 20 to 35 and dressed to party, 

boarded at Dalkeith. Listening in to their conversation, it quickly became obvious 

their hobby was getting leathered. Their lives seemed to consist of a non-stop 

round of all-night boozing, hen events and drunken trips to Benidorm. One, with a 

voice whose gravelly tone told of heavy smoking, recalled one trip abroad when 

she spent £200 on alcohol in just 48 hours. Way to go, girls!  

THE GAME: Pretty awful, I’m afraid to say. A keen wind didn’t help but both sides 

had problems retaining possession and constructing meaningful attacks. This was a 

very scrappy encounter. Even the referee, with a flurry of unnecessary bookings, 

got in on the act. There wasn’t much between the teams and a draw was a fair 

result. Steven Manson put Whitehill ahead in the 14th minute with a cross-cum-

shot that deceived goalkeeper Graham O’Brien. Vale, unbeaten league leaders, got 

the upper hand after that and it was no surprise when, three minutes before half-

time, Danny Rennie equalised by rounding off a good move with a cool finish. Few 

chances in a tame second period. Happy to hear the final whistle. Apparently, both 

teams featured a number of players who had turned out for the other club. This, 

too, probably didn’t help the quality of the football.  

THE PROGRAMME: Superb effort from young editor Jamie McQueen, who gave us a 

few palpitations by not arriving at the ground with the ‘paper’ until 25 minutes 

after kick-off. He informed us he’s the father of a six-month-old child and isn’t 

getting much sleep at the moment. Not for the first time, I was thankful for giving 

fatherhood a miss. Jamie also treks out to Rosewell from the centre of Edinburgh. 

This issue was full of interesting reading, including one or two offbeat items, and 

was let down merely by a rather basic design.  

THE VERDICT: Splendid day out in which only the footballers failed to impress. A 

visit to Whitehill Welfare comes with my strongest recommendation. 
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